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Abstract
The study is a point of view on the pedagogical value of physical activity. It deepens the meaning of body and its learning mechanisms, the incidence of exercise in development process of the childhood, highlighting the needs of space and time for movement. It focuses on the relationship between body, movement and motor skills in the childhood and, above all, is given a pedagogical value of the playful activity as the most important source of learning. The children feel the need to have their own space and time to play and that shows their personalities in the relationship among them in an educational setting. The aim is to summarize the meaning of a complex phenomenon on contribution to pedagogy and to conclude in order with the physical education paradigm. The method is the literature review with a theoretical argumentative process by a deductive approach throughout a specific analysis of bibliographic aspects. In conclusion, the Embodied Cognitive Science (ECS) could be the main stream to run.
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Introduction
The field of physical activity explores the relationship between psychology and pedagogy, as those could be the main aspects to investigate, but it could not be assumed for unique connections. This study was held in order to distinguish the specific scientific contribution of pedagogy between the body and physical activity by a qualitative part without other scientific contributions such as sociology and social science. It should be held in mind that there are also quantitative aspects of PE (Gaetano, Rago, 2014, Gaudino et al., 2013), that regard the performance. The overall view on the pedagogical value of physical activity means to deepen the meaning of body and its learning mechanisms, the incidence of physical activity in the development process of the childhood, highlighting the needs of physical space and timing as a potential educational setting. It focuses on the relationship between movement and learnings in the child development, but above all it is given a pedagogical value of the playful activity as the most important source of learning and the relation that allows children to optimize the reality according to their inner needs and to learn new knowledge, to acquire new skills and to consolidate full competencies. They feel the needs to have their own space and time to play and that shows their personalities in the relationship among them and to the environment of the educational setting. The method is the literature review with a theoretical-argumentative process of a deductive approach with a linear bibliographic. The aim is to summarize the meaning of education and didactics in school, informal and non formal education.

Physical activity
Physical activity is usually taught by the teacher with specific and standardized tutorials that have the theoretical basis in the cognitive approach.

In Physical education, the teacher explains the detailed tutorials that are made by several forms: Partial type, Varied one, Randomized one, Mental Training one and, finally, by using the feedback for error correction. Cognitive approach has the physiological and psychological basis in a theory of motor control in Circuit Open Loop (Schimdt 1975), Circuit Closed Loop (Adams, 1968, 1971) and Motor Program Generalized (Schimdt, Wrisberg, 2004). Physical education could be taught to use a different approach, called Ecological-Dynamic one (Carnus, Marsault 2003). The teacher does not use the tutorials, but they uses to build a setting environment to suggest several learning situations aimed at variety of skills and its form of acquisition in the variability of the context (Raiola, 2012, 2014). The phenomenon is uncontrolled and the relationships is regulated by specific psychological techniques: Circle time, Cooperative learning, Role play, peer education, focus group, brain storming, peer education and so on (Raiola, Di Tore 2012abc, Di Tore, Raiola 2012abcd). This approach has a physiological (Edelman, 1987) and a psychological basis in a theory of motor control in Motor Imagery (Jeannerod, 2002ab, 2006) and Freedom Degreestheory (Bernstein, 1991). Motor Imagery is applied by himself, in first person and themselves, in third person; the Freedom degrees theory is made by three consecutive steps: Reduction of Freedom Degrees, Exploration of new Freedom Degrees and Capitalization of the final Freedom Degrees. To understand the approach on which the phenomenon is based, we have to analyse the current state of the affair of how the body is important for knowledge and how is movement fundamental to improve the motor skills and which are the scientific evidences. “Conceptual knowledge is embodied and that is mapped in our sensory-motor system. This not only provides the structure
to the conceptual content, but characterizes the semantic content of concepts according to the way we function in the world with our bodies. (Gallesse & Lakoff, 2005). Motor imagery has the neurophysiological basis in mirror neurons system (Rizzolatti, 2006) and has in visual perception the main affrent stream to recognize the data and elaborate them (Gibson, 1979). The teaching method of the cognitive approach is imparted in order of whom the basis are the command, the sequence, the timing, the unique motor model and to aim the predestinated result. The teacher firstly explains the skills and secondly simulates the acts minutely. The execution is divided in part, modified in space and time variables, reproduced in random reps, corrected by predetermined errors and, finally, trained by mental rips. Its psychological basis is the motor control models of Open Loop, Closed Loop, and Motor Program Generalized. Teaching method is prescriptive and the teacher is in the centre of didactics process (Raiola et al., 2013abc). The movement is executed by acts of wholecomplex exercise of which skills initially are in a simplified form. Movements, with a high level of difficulty and the several degrees of execution, can be deconstructed in little parts or increase the running time to improve the precision. The fragmentation, segmentation and simplification are used, which does not adversely affect the deep structure of the motor program generalized. The theory of the generalized motor programs has methodological and didactic implication in relation to the direct choice of which information is provided in the feedback. This choice depends on the type of error made by the student that could use the mental repetition. It consists of thinking about the cognitive and procedural aspects of the action, while the mental representation is to imagine the conduct of an action. In other way, in the Ecological-Dynamic approach the teacher does not require the tutorials but builds a learning environment, aims at a variety of solutions and does not predetermine the results. It refers at the control without predetermined elaboration of its tasks and the of steps in degrees of freedom. It is made of three consecutive steps to learn a new skill: Reduction, Exploration and Capitalisation of the degrees of freedom (Latash, 2004). According to the ecological approach "to learn" means being able to progressively find the best mobile solution for a given task in a given context. Emblematic is the expression, coined by Bernstein, "repetition without repetition". He explained that practice does not always mean to repeat the same solution to a given task, but repeat overall the problem solution to achieve the task itself. To learn physical skills means to optimize the process of solving tasks, resulting in didactic implications different from prescriptive teaching or cognitive approach. In heuristic learning, that means the students learn new skills according to their own attitudes, the teacher has to encourage the student in an autonomous method to achieve one of the several task solutions. If the learning task is too complex, the teacher should not impose constraints on the learner to give him how to prescriptively solve the problem, but he has to simplify the implementation mobility and has to apply constraints to the environment. Psychologically speaking, Behaviorism and Cognitive theory have the mind in the center of a learning process. Otherwise, Gestalt and Phenomenology have the environment in the center of learning process. Both of them have a major difference between the role of the mind and the role of the learning setting. In every vision according to the neurological aspects (Rizzolatti 2006, Edelman, 1987) the brain has the fundamental role.

Pedagogy
Speaking of regular physical practices means wellness and health of the person because it carries out several benefits, which are optimized if, in childhood and preadolescent age, the PE has the contents of a developmental process at school. According to the meaning of the body and the movement, it has to start at a very young age, in overall terms regarding physical well-being. It is also an important tool for the physical wellness and for development of the personality under several aspects. Furthermore, it has an influence for the musculoskeletal system, for the circulation and respiration system, for the motor scheme for the skill coordination and execution of drills (Raiola 2011ab, Gaetano, 2012ab), also influences and facilitates social integration and leisure in sports activity (Altavilla Raiola, 2015, 2014, Altavilla, 2014). Julien de Ajuriaiguerra along its life (1911-1993) had studied the effects of psychomotricity on the writing and its relation on the psychiatric disease (Aguirre Oar, GuimonUgatechea, 1996). In this way the current study of psychiatric effect of PE on mental health and inclusion (Raiola, 2015ab, Moliterni 2013) has the role in the building of a large epistemology of Exercise and sport science. When it speaks of physical activity, it refers to the qualities, properties and features of the human dimension; knowledge about the existing relation among the body and the physical dimension of the person and its mechanism to learn, constitutes of the sciences of body and movement (Galimberti, 2002). In formal educational environment, the PE is identified in a specific setting where there are rules, management, arrangement and whole pedagogical missions, which means schools (Bertagna 2004, Fabbroni 1999). The interaction with other subjects and its interdisciplinary and multidisciplinarity give a great dimension, especially in the first cycle of education (Raiola 2011ab). The education is defined, in general, as an action that facilitates the physical, intellectual and moral development of a person, while the formation is understood as a process through which the potential personal gets the maturation of its own behavior and/or own learn, by interaction with the environment, by social and cultural participation and mediation or the support of figures and institutions, such as family, school, groups, associations, religious organism and so on (Farinelli, 2005). Physical activity allows you to productively fulfill some typically human needs related to the gameplay.
experience by a psychoanalytic vision of unconsciously dimension (Winnicott, 1974); to learn by doing day for day and the expertise is the basis for the cultural changes (Dewey, 1949), moving and educative competition (Raiola, 2012, Napolitano et al., 2013ab) of a social life and groups (Paris, Raiola, 2014ab, Polidoro et al., 2013). And, according to Bandura’s theory (Bandura, 1977), the correlation between neurological aspects and auto generation of social behavior and so on shows that the child experiences the activities with its own emotions and affectivity through the psychomotor practice (Aucotourier, et al., 1984). The body lives precisely in relation with others and, with the phenomenon made by environment and educational settings, satisfies the need for sociability, but also the one for autonomy. Free activity and single initiative opposing to the mastery activity refines skills and relative drills and fundamental techniques and gestures.

The recreational physical activity of the human being (homo ludens) also has anthropological and social aspects as playful forms of fun and edutainment (Huizinga, 2002). According to this social and anthropological paradigm of ludic activity the educational processes interface frequently with self efficacy and self esteem as a part of pedagogy and andragogy. All these dimensions flow into the development of a strong sense of self-efficacy and an improvement of self-esteem. In the same way, the self esteem value has the concept basis for pedagogical action at school. Physical activity, along with socialization activities, is good indicator for assessing the degree of well-being of students and the quality of the relationships within the traditional groups (Raiola, 2015abc). In addition, physical activity can, in a productive way, meet some typically human needs related to experiencing games, movement, competition and group life, some typically human needs related to experiencing games, movement, competition and group life (Paris, Raiola, 2014ab). Through several physical manifestations it is possible to understand either the basics of the forms of learning and the level of growth and maturation of the child (Di Tore, 2016, 2014, Di Tore, Arienzo, 2014).The multidisciplinary dimension of the kinesthetic intelligence as a body tool of the skills in the plurality of intellectual forms (Gardner, 1994) and the cultural dimension regarding the value of experience connected to the body (Bruner, et al., 1981, Bruner, 2003, Dewey 1949) are two specific pedagogical aspects of the PE. A child, while playing, fully manifests its inner world than might not be exhibited verbally (Raiola, et al ., 2016, Raiola, 2014ab, 2015), in the same time it highlights, through playful activities, its need to communicate and socialize with others and grow through the specific development’s steps (Piaget, 1971). The child, in the playful activity, seeks and finds scope for its existential creativity, which will then to varying degrees affect the interest in the playful attitude in the various age classes. In fact, if the physical and sportive play fosters creativity, avoids repetition and reaches new goals in relation at the proximal development area to acquire new skills and take in place other learning (Vygotskij, 1990), it develops the cognitive and emotional growth, creating personalities that are not running on preordained actions (Gaetano, 2012ab, Vivacqua et al., 2004). To learn means to modify, change, you can learn by watching or listening, but also embracing. Learning through acts, physical exercises, body expertise and looking at others develops the mind and its functions related to survival and development of physical skills to get to complex forms of thought under more physical and performance aspects. From different point of view, the new theory is very complex and also includes the neurological part in Embodied Cognitive Science. It is developed in this period and is made by three main methodologies: 1) the modelling of biological systems in a holistic vision that considers the human being as a single entity and not in two parts: body and mind; 2) it does not consider the traditionalist approach in which there is the input-output system; 3) it refers heavily from embodied philosophy and the related research fields of cognitive science, psychology, neuroscience and artificial intelligence (Varela, 1999). In this way, Embodied Cognition examines a physical attributes of the body and its role of the physical aspect, particularly how it affects the learning and what are the properties to improve the skill to think. This part attempts to overcome the symbol manipulation component that is a feature of the traditionalist model. Depth perception requires that the brain detects the disparate retinal images obtained by the distance of the two eyes and, for instance, can be better explained under the embodied approach due to the complexity of the action (Scott Kelso, 2008). When the head is turned in a given direction, objects in the foreground will appear to move against objects in the background. Consequently, speaking of some kind of visual processing occurs without the need for any kind of symbol manipulation. This is because the objects appearing to move in the foreground are simply appearing to move. This observation concludes that depth can be perceived with no intermediate symbol manipulation necessary. A more poignant example exists through examining auditory perception. Generally speaking, the greater the distance between the ears, the greater the possible auditory acuity. Also, the amount of density in between the ears is relevant, because the strength of the frequency wave alters as it passes through a given medium. The brain’s auditory system takes these factors into account as it process information, but again without any need for a symbolic manipulation system. This is because the distance between the ears for example does not need symbols to represent it. The distance itself creates the necessary opportunity for greater auditory acuity. The amount of density between the ears is similar, in that it is the actual amount itself that simply forms the opportunity for frequency alteration. Thus under consideration of the physical properties of the body, a symbolic system is unnecessary and
an unhelpful metaphor (Turvey, Fonseca, 2009). The other aspect draws heavily from George Lakoff’s and Mark Johnson’s (Lakoff, 2002, Johnson, 2014) work on concepts. They argued that humans use metaphors whenever possible to better explain their external world. Humans also have a basic stock of concepts in which other concepts can be derived from.

Conclusion

A conclusion can be made according to new theory about the mind theory of learning throughout the body, physical activity and education. First of all, Embodied Cognitive Science theory and subsequently (Altavilla, Tore 2016, Altavilla et al., 2015ab, ), which is an interdisciplinary field of mind investigation aimed for explaining functioning as a whole to highlight the human behavior and its learning. These basic concepts include spatial orientations such as up, down, front, and back. Humans can understand what these concepts mean because they can directly experience them from their own bodies. For example, because human movement revolves around standing erect and moving the body in an up-down motion, humans innately have these concepts of up and down. Lakoff and Johnson contend this is similar with other spatial orientations such as front and back too. As mentioned earlier, these basic stocks of spatial concepts are the basis in which other concepts are constructed. Happy and sad, for instance, are seen now as being up or down respectively. When someone says they are feeling down, what they are really saying is that they feel sad, for example. Thus the point here is that true understanding of these concepts is contingent on whether one can have an understanding of the human body. So the argument goes that if one lacked a human body, they could not possibly know what up or down could mean, or how it could relate to emotional states.
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PEDAGOŠKA VRIJEDNOST TIJELA I TJELESNE AKTIVNOSTI U DJETINJSTVU

**Sažetak**

Istraživanje je pogled na pedagoške vrijednosti tjelesne aktivnosti. Ono produbljuje značenje tijela i njegovih mehanizama učenja, učestalost vježbe i razvojnog procesa djetištvaja, ističući potrebe prostora i vremena za kretanje. Fokusira se na odnos između tijela, pokreta i motoričkih vještina u djetištvu i, iznad svega, dana mu je pedagoška vrijednost razigrane aktivnosti kao najvažnijeg izvora učenja. Djeca osjećaju potrebu za vlastitim prostorom i vremenom za igru i to pokazuje njihove osobnosti u odnosu među njima u obrazovnom okruženju. Cilj je sažeti značenje složenog fenomena u vezi doprinosa pedagogiji i zaključiti u skladu s primjerom tjelesnog odgoja. Metoda je pregled literature s teoretsko-raspravljačkim procesom dedukтивnog pristupa kroz određenu analizu bibliografskih aspekata. U zaključku, utjelovljena spoznajna znanost (ECS) mogla bi biti glavni tijek kojim se treba ići.
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In article psikhologo-pedagogical criteria of the concept «personal development of the child» are considered. As the phenomenon of the personality and personal development in pedagogical science is among basic, but at the same time a problem of objective definition of essence of the personality, her interpretation, and also identifications of factors of personal development is today one of the most difficult. According to the author, growth of number of children with the detained option of intellectual development aggravated a problem of studying, training and education of this category of chi... Assessment of physical development of the child. To value the proportionality and harmony of physical development of a child anthropometrics indexes are used. 1. The index of fatness by Chulitska can be calculated for children of first 8 years of life. \[ I = 3 \times \text{shoulder circumference} + \text{thigh circumference} + \text{shin circumference} - \text{height (stature)} \] (cm). In case when child was born with hypotrophia and the body weight does not normalize during some first months of his (her) life the hypotrophia is of mixed genesis. Paratrophy. It is enlargement of body weight more than for 10 % of ideal weight. childhood physical activity have been postulated. The rest is direct improvements in childhood health status; evidence is accumulating that more active children generally display healthier cardiovascular pro® les, are leaner. greatest at the lower end of the activity distribution and. lowest at the more active end (Pa† enbarger et al., 1986). Crucially, increments of risk reduction are greatest. Despite this, there is a growing body of literature on childrenâ€™s activity, which is predicated on. the conventional wisdom that activity is bene® cial for.